Model description of an alternately operated wastewater treatment plant--evaluation of the applicability of SimpleTreat.
Alternately operated wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) are fundamentally different compared to conventional activated sludge WWTPs with respect to flow patterns and aeration in the biological reactors. Several model applications exist for conventional WWTPs, e.g. SimpleTreat, and in this study the effect of substituting a complex discontinuous operation, involving alternating degradation and flow conditions between two reactors, with one single bioreactor with continuos flow (SimpleTreat) has been investigated by setting up two models representing the respective operation schemes. The discontinuous operation induces fluctuations in the outlet concentrations that are not modelled with the single bioreactor model, however, the fluctuations and the associated uncertainties were found to be insignificant compared to the influence of the input parameter uncertainties on the model results. An empirical relationship between an aggregate pseudo-1st order degradation rate for the single bioreactor model and realistic aerobic and anoxic 1st order degradation rates, respectively, has been established. When using this aggregate degradation rate in the single bioreactor model an outlet concentration can be calculated that deviates no more than 2% from the mean outlet concentration from the alternating operation model. For substances with aerobic half-lives longer than approximately 2 h, which is valid for many chemical substances, the aggregate 1st order degradation rate can be set equal to the aerobic 1st order degradation rate.